Hiring Regular Staff1
CREATE/MODIFY POSITION DESCRIPTION
N

Vacant/new
position to be
filled

CCAS Finance
Approved?

Y

Hiring Manager
works with CCAS HR
to create or modify
position description.

CCAS HR enters/
updates position
description in
PeopleAdmin (PA7)
and submits to FD
for approval.

FD
Approved?

Y

HR Compensation
(Comp) reviews
position description,
grade and
classification.

HR Comp
Approved?

Y

Classification
change or new
position?

N

N

Description is
ready for
posting

Y

Cannot fill position

Description is
advanced to HRIS to
create/update position.

N

POST POSITION and HIRE FINALIST
Return to applicant
pool or re‐open posting

Position
description is
ready for
posting

CCAS HR accesses
PA7 and initiates
the posting.

Talent Acquisition &
Recruitment (TAR)
receives and
posts the job
2
announcement.

CCAS HR is notified
of active posting.
They email Hiring
Mgr of posting and
also send a
3
disposition sheet.

Hiring Mgr accesses PA7 to
review applicant pool. Mgr.
evaluates applicants against the
minimum and preferred
qualifications and identifies
candidates for interviews.

Hiring Mgr. sends
the list of candidates
and justification to
CCAS HR for review
and confirmation to
proceed.

CCAS HR reviews
candidates and
consults with Hiring
Mgr. to ensure
compliance and that
the best candidates
were selected.

N

CCAS HR
Approved?

Y

Hiring Mgr develops
selection criteria
and interview
questions, and
arranges and
conducts interviews.

Hiring Mgr identifies
a finalist and emails
CCAS HR the name,
3 completed
reference checks,
salary, and reason
for selection.

CCAS HR initiates
Hiring Proposal in
PA7 and advances it
to CCAS FD and EEO
for review and
approval.

EEO
Approved?

Y

Hiring Mgr. or CCAS
HR will extend a
verbal offer to
finalist to guage
interest and to
solidify salary.

If verbal offer accepted,
Talent, Acquisition &
Recruitment (TAR)
initiates background
screening and sends
formal offer letter to
finalist.

CCAS HR conducts a
final disposition of
candidates and
updates in PA7.

N
Consult CCAS HR to
evaluate options
Notes:
1 Regular staff positions are part‐time or full‐time, benefitted positions. For temporary positions, see the CCAS Process for Hiring
Temporary Employees.
2. All job announcements must be posted for a minimum of 3 days.
3. A disposition sheet is completed by the Hiring Manager and identifies applicants who did not meet the job criteria or were not
selected, and the reason why. Applicants can be disposed at any point during the selection and hiring process.
For more information, please see Section 3 of the CCAS Staff Manual and Resource Guide.

Offer letter sent,
if accepted, hired
closed
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